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Continental Office Acquires Floor Maintenance Group, 
FMG 

 
 

Continental purchases full-service commercial floor maintenance business to broaden its 
solution offering to flooring customers  

 
 
[Columbus, Ohio] – Continental Office this week announced they have acquired Floor 
Maintenance Group (FMG). The move further establishes their leadership in the 
commercial flooring industry by providing a complete end-to-end solution to its clients. 
Prior to this acquisition FMG was owned in partnership by Continental Office and Aetna 
Integrated Services. 
 
“We’re constantly looking for talented people to join our great team at Continental. This 
includes looking for ways to invest in people and opportunities that continue to make us 
better and provide additional value to our clients. Adding FMG made a lot of business 
sense,” said Ira Sharfin, CEO, Continental Office.  
 
“Similar to our Continental Office commercial flooring business, FMG has experienced 
steady growth over the past few years. We are excited to add the FMG business to our 
overall offering of commercial flooring solutions,” stated Garry Ruick, President, 
Continental Office Floors & Pre-fab Construction. 
 
Eleven associates from FMG will be joining the Continental Office flooring division. This 
means, Continental will now offer commercial maintenance programs that support all the 
types of flooring solutions they sell, including carpet, ceramic, resilient floors and more in 
Central Ohio, Northwest Ohio, West Virginia, western Pennsylvania and surrounding 
regions.  
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About Continental Office 
 
Since 1939, we’ve been creating memorable experiences through the delivery of 
intentional spaces and inspiring our clients and partners to change the way they work 
and think. We’re experts in delivering customized solutions based on our clients’ 
business goals. Our creative process ensures that we address every detail to deliver the 
best furniture, floors, walls, branding, prefab construction, and services every time. Our 
team of 220+ creative problem solvers bring new ideas to life in three locations: 
Columbus, Pittsburgh, and Toledo. We push ourselves to explore new possibilities and 
create customized solutions for any challenge. This resourceful approach allows us to 
find solutions other can’t.  
 
For more information, please visit continentaloffice.com  
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